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Reset control for DC-DC converters: an
experimental application
Unnikrishnan Raveendran Nair, Ramon Costa-Castelló,
and Alfonso Baños.

Abstract—Power converters in grid connected systems are
required to have fast response to ensure the stability of the
system. The standard PI controllers used in power converters
are capable of fast response but with significant overshoot. In
this paper a hybrid control technique for power converter using
a reset P I+CI controller is proposed. The P I+CI controller can
overcome the limitation of its linear counterpart (PI) and ensure
a fast flat response for power converter. The design, stability and
cost of feedback analysis for a DC-DC boost converter employing
a P I + CI controller is explored in this work. The simulation
and experimental results which confirm the fast, flat response
will be presented and discussed.
Index Terms—Hybrid control, reset systems, energy systems,
DC-DC converter, stability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reset controllers were first introduced by J C Clegg through
the Clegg integrators (CI) for servo systems [1]. The CI is a
hybrid dynamical system which resets its output to zero when
input becomes zero providing improved performance and reduced overshoot. This was followed by many works involving
different reset controllers like First Order Reset Elements
(FORE) [2]–[6] and more recently P I + CI controllers [7]–
[9]. The reset controllers are capable of overcoming limitations
of its linear counterparts and provide improved performance
[10]. A general background on reset control systems can be
obtained from the monograph [11].
The P I + CI controller employs the CI along with a PI
controller to improve its performance. The CI on its own is
not able to ensure zero steady-state error unless there is an
integrator in the plant. The P I + CI uses integrator from
PI controller to eliminate steady-state error and CI to achieve
improved performance by allowing fast response with reduced
overshoot. There has been many works done in the area of
P I + CI controllers involving laying out design criteria [8],
[9] for different plants and stability analysis of such systems
[7] [12] [13]. The application of such controllers in real world
applications like pH in-line control [9], bilateral teleoperation
[14], solar collector field [15], industrial wafer scanners [16]
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and control of industrial heat exchangers [17] have been
explored.
Power converters in grid connected systems present an interesting field for the application of reset P I + CI controllers.
Modern grids are seeing increased penetration of renewable
energy sources (RES) leading to an increased number of power
converters in grids [18]. Power converter provide controllability over power supplied to grid, power conversion (DC↔AC)
and matching of voltage levels [19], [20]. The non dispatchable
nature of the power from RES has led to addition of electrical
storage systems (ESS) in grid to ensure stable operation [21].
Power converters are again needed for grid connection of
ESS. The motivation for using P I + CI controllers for power
converters stems from the need for these systems to respond
to fast changes in load demands while maintaining the system
parameters like voltage, frequency etc. within limits prescribed
by grid codes. Sudden load changes can result in voltage
flickers or tripping of electrical systems due to large frequency
and voltage deviation if systems are not designed to respond
quickly [22]. Currently most converters irrespective of the
control method used, employ PI controllers as compensator
for reference tracking. These PI controllers are tuned to
have fast response to sudden reference change arising from
load variations, to maintain grid parameters within prescribed
limits. Though PI controllers are capable of such fast response
they can have significant overshoot in their transient period
highlighting a scope for improvement. As such P I + CI reset
controller can be a better choice for such systems with its
ability of reduced overshoot. P I + CI controllers are also
capable of producing a fast flat response for first order plants
[9]. This is an important attribute of the P I + CI which can
be exploited in converter control.
Many control techniques have been used in power converters to obtain flat response like, higher order sliding mode
controls [23]–[25] and differential flatness theory [26]. Nevertheless, these controllers tend to be more complex in implementation. The P I + CI is a simple modification of PI controller which can be easily implemented, designed with simple
analytical equations and provide improved performance. As
far as the authors’ knowledge goes the use of such control in
power converters have not been explored before.
This work proposes the implementation of P I + CI reset
controller for a DC-DC boost converter. The proposed work
is an extension of [27] where applicability of reset control
in DC-DC converters with ideal averaged converter models
where studied. In this work the scope has been broadened with
focus on designing for a generic converter model, experimental
implementation of the proposed control, establishment of
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formal stability and robustness to: measurement, switching
noise and parameter uncertainty. The implementation results
will be presented and discussed here.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
introduces preliminaries like P I + CI controller model, the
reset control systems model, stability conditions and converter
models employed. Section III shows the controller design
for the proposed DC-DC boost converter, stability analysis,
robustness under parameter uncertainty and cost of feedback
analysis based on describing functions. Section IV presents
the implementation and results obtained from lab along with
simulation results. Finally, conclusion and scope for future
work will be presented in Section V.

-u
-u

(a) General reset system

(b) Clegg integrator(CI)

Fig. 1: (a), Sector condition for general reset controller. (b),
Sector condition for CI with α → ∞.
PI

II. P RELIMINARIES

kp

A. Reset controller

+u
+

After the seminal works introducing the CI and the FORE,
general single-input single-output reset controllers derived
from linear and time invariant base system, were introduced
in the late 90’s (see [11], [28] and references therein). In
[5], the CI and the FORE are reformulated using the hybrid
inclusions framework of [29], with a resetting law based on a
sector condition over their input-ouput pairs. This modelling
has been followed in many subsequent works including some
generalizations, for example the model given in [30], which
will be adopted in this work. A reset controller R is given by


= Ar xr + Br e, if (e, −uR ) ∈ F
ẋr
R = x+
= Aρ xr ,
if (e, −uR ) ∈ J
r


−uR = Cr xr

e

e
α= tan(angle)

(1)

where xr ∈ Rnr , Ar , Br and Cr are the appropriate system matrices and −uR is the output of the reset controller
employed. F, J are the flow and jump sets of the system
respectively. In the set defined by F the controller states flow
according to linear differential equation whereas the states
undergo a jump at the set J . x+
r represents the state of the
controller after jump caused by the reset instance. The matrix
Aρ is the reset matrix which defines the system states after
the reset instance. The flow set F is given by
1
(2)
F = {(e, −uR ) ∈ R2 |euR ≤ − u2R }
α
while J is given by
1
J = {(e, −uR ) ∈ R2 |euR ≥ − u2R }
(3)
α
where α > 0 is as shown in Fig.1a The flow and jump
sets defined using the above equations can be illustrated in
a two dimensional plane as sectors shown in Fig.1a. The
jump condition occurs along the boundary of F and J in
Fig.1a [30]. The general reset controller expression in (1)
can be used to express all the different reset controllers.
For a detailed exposition to the hybrid inclusions framework,
including definition of hybrid time and the solution concept
for reset systems, the reader is referred to [29].
The PI+CI controller considered in this work is obtained
by introducing a CI along with the classical PI controller and

1
s

e

1 − ρr

ki
+

Reset
law

1
s

ρr

PI

upi

u

CI(R) -u
ci

ki
R

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: (a), PI+CI controller schematic.(b), An equivalent
representation of PI+CI with R representing CI
is schematically represented as in Fig.2. The orange square
region in Fig.2a represents the CI part and the green region
represents the PI part. The reset law in CI part is defined by
the boundary of J with F. The term ρr is the reset ratio
and represents the percentage of the total integral action that
gets reset through the CI. For example, if ρr = 0 it results
in a classic PI controller, which will be referred henceforth
as P Ibase , whereas a ρr = 1 results in P+CI controller.
Once the P Ibase controller has been designed, usually to
obtain a fast response, the PI+CI controller acts by removing
(or minimizing) the overshoot (and hence the significance of
negative output of reset part). The desired design specification
(a fast response without overshooting) may be obtained simply
by adjusting the parameter ρr . As such, in this work, the design
problem will be to find a ρr value between 0 and 1 which will
ensure a flat response and an improved performance over PI
controller.
The PI+CI controller [8] can be modelled as in (1) using:


if (e, −uci ) ∈ F
ẋr = Ar xr + Br e,
(4)
x+
=
A
x
,
if
(e, −uci ) ∈ J
ρ r
r


u = Cr (ρr )xr + Dr e
where xr = [xi xci ]T are the states of the controller defined
by the integrator (xi ) and CI (xci ) states, and


 


0 0
1
Ar ,
, Br ,
, Cr , ki 1 − ρr ρr
0 0
1

 (5)
1 0
Dr , kp , Aρ ,
0 0
Note that the dependence of Cr on ρr has been explicitly
shown in (4),(5). The sets F and J for the PI+CI controller are
defined as in (2, 3), where α > 0 typically takes a large value
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Fig. 3: Reset control system with a PI+CI controller and
exogenous inputs in reference w1 and measurement noise n
(note that for α → ∞ the CI developed in [5] is recovered
and this PI+CI controller is equivalent to that developed in
[8], as far as its initial conditions are taken in the set F);
−uci ,upi is output of CI, PI part respectively and u the output
of PI+CI as shown in Fig.2b. The resulting F and J for PI+CI
is represented as in Fig.1b. Although the PI+CI controller can
also be built using a variable ρr , see [9], for the purposes of
this work ρr will be a constant parameter.

Fig. 4: Reduced feedback interconnection from Fig.3 of LTI
dynamical system (H) and CI controller.

while J is given by
JC = {x ∈ Rnp +2+n1 |xT Mx ≥ 0}

(11)

where M = CF 1 T CF 2 α + CF 2 T CF 2
with CF 1 = [−Cp 02 C1 ] and CF 2 = [0np 0 − ki ρr 0n1 ].

B. Reset control as a hybrid dynamical system

C. Robustness against sensor noise and stability

The Fig.3 shows a general reset control system employing a
P I +CI controller. The reference to the system is represented
by the exogenous signal w1 in Fig.3. It is assumed that w1 is
a Bohl function and is represented as

The reset control system (8) trivially satisfies the so-called
basic hybrid conditions ( [29]), since the flow and jump maps
are continuous and the sets F and J are closed. This gives us
some desirable properties like robustness against sensor noise,
and also robustness in stability ,see [29] for detailed results.
In this work, the stability analysis is based on [30]; and
according to it, the stability notion is pre-input to state stability
(pre-ISS). Since developing an ISS Lyapunov function which
can verify the stability of the system can be cumbersome in
the case of hybrid systems like reset controllers, in [30] a nice
frequency domain based stability result is proposed.
The Fig.4 shows the feedback interconnection of a dynamical system (H), shown in Fig.3, and the CI controller. The
system H includes all the linear part of the reset control shown
in the highlighted region (orange) in Fig.3 with w1 = r. The
system is considered minimal with

ẇ1 = A1 w1 , w1 (0) = w10
r = C1 w1

(6)

where w1 ∈ Rn1 . As this work considers a reference tracking
problem the disturbance inputs are not considered here. The
additive input in the feedback path of Fig.3 represents the
measurement noise, n. The plant (P) under consideration is
represented in the state-space form as
ẋp = Ap xp + Bp u,
y = Cp x p

(7)

where xp ∈ Rnp .
Therefore, using (4), (6), (7) the closed-loop system can be
represented by (note that ρr is a constant parameter, explicit
dependence on is shown)


ẋ = A(ρr )x, x ∈ FC
(8)
x+ = AR x,
x ∈ JC


y = Cx
where x ∈ Rnp +2+n1 is the state of closed loop system defined
by [xp , xr , w1 ]T . The matrices A,C,AR are defined as


Ap − Bp Dr Cp Bp Cr (ρr ) Bp Dr C1
−Br Cp
Ar
Br C1  (9)
A(ρr ) , 
0
0
A1
C , (Cp 02 0n1 ),

AR , diag(Inp , Aρ , In1 )

where I is unit matrix and 0 is a zero vector of appropriate
order. The set FC , JC is the same as that in (2)-(3) but
reformulated as a function of system states given by
FC = {x ∈ Rnp +2+n1 |xT Mx ≤ 0}

(10)

L{e} = Geu (s)L{uci } + Gew (s)L{w1 }

(12)

where Geu , Gew are the transfer function of the system between
e with uci and w1 as inputs respectively.
The stability of system can be guaranteed if it satisfies the
following criteria [30]:
1) The system matrix H is Hurwitz, that is its eigenvalues
are strictly in the left half plane.
2) The transfer function Geu(s) as in (12) satisfies
1
+ Re( lim Geu(s) ) > 0
w→∞
α
and

1
+ Re(Geu(s) ) > 0
α

∀w ∈ R

(13)

(14)

provided matrices Ar , Cr in (1,5) is detectable. Satisfying the
above criteria will ensure the existence of a pre-ISS Lyapunov
function which is smooth with negative derivative between
reset instants and decreases in value after a reset instance.
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l1=140µH

l2=434.3µH

TABLE I: Component value used in DC-DC converter

i2
r2=42m

r1=10m

D

C1=2.2nF

vdc

vc

v1

vbus

PWM

Component name
l1
l2
c1
r1
r2

Value
140 µH
434.3 µH
2.2nF
10mΩ
42mΩ

A variable change is proposed for (17) as shown below
Fig. 5: DC-DC Boost converter schematic with passive components, switching devices and system state voltages, current.
D. Design of PI+CI controller for first order plants
Consider a first order plant P given by
b0
,
(15)
s + a0
subjected to an exogenous input w1 represented by a step
signal of amplitude w10 . In [9], it is shown that the closedloop system error can be forced to zero from the first reset by
choosing an appropriate value of ρr given by
a0 w10
ρr = 1 −
(16)
b0 ki xi,1
P (s) =

where xi,1 is the value of the integrator state xi at the first
reset instance.
The value for ρr defined in (16) is dependant on the nature
of exogenous signal applied at the input of the system. The
above expression is an optimal value of ρr for the step input.

E. Converter modelling
The proposed PI+CI controller can be used in different
DC-DC converter topologies. As a first step in this work
the implementation is done on a DC-DC boost converter
with an input filter shown in Fig.5. The proposed converter
is interfacing an ESS or renewable source (vdc ) to a DC
microgrid. It is assumed that the grid voltage regulation is
carried out by another system and that the proposed controller
is working in current source mode delivering active power
requirements. The inductor l1 and capacitor c1 in Fig.5 form
the input filter to the DC source, vdc . The inductor l2 enables
the boosting of input voltage to the output (vbus ). The resistors
r1 and r2 are the effective series resistance of inductors l1
and l2 respectively. PI controllers have been widely employed
for the control of these converters. A drawback can be when
tuning these controllers for a fast response, which will lead to
large overshoots. This may be overcome with the PI+CI which
is capable of producing fast flat response making it suited for
DC-DC converters in grid connected systems.
The modelling of the converter is done taking the averaged
model of the system by neglecting the high frequency switching ripples. The average voltage across the switch (MOSFET,
IGBT) is taken to achieve the same. The average voltage is
defined as vc = d0 vbus where d0 = 1 − d with d, the duty ratio
of the gate signals. The domain of modelling the converters has
been subject to extensive research [31]. The converter model
for the system shown in Fig.5 is given by (17) (see above).

Vm2 (s) =

Vdc (s)
− Vc (s)
l1 c1 s2 + r1 c1 s + 1

(18)

resulting in a model given by (19) (see above) which will be
used for controller design. This variable change is important
to ensure that at start up the voltage vc is same as vdc thereby
eliminating large in-rush currents which can be detrimental to
the converter components and the power electronic switches.
III. C ONTROLLER DESIGN
The PI+CI control can ensure a fast flat response as shown
in the previous section for first order systems. The DC-DC
boost converter in Fig.5 though, is a third order system (19)
and forcing such a system to have a flat response will be
difficult if not impossible with PI+CI controller. Therefore,
the original system represented by the converter needs to be
reduced so that the system seen by the reset controller is
effectively first order. The third-order system presented by the
converter is reduced to an effective first order system (Pred
bounded by the dotted region in Fig.6) using a filter, F (s),
designed to have zeros to cancel complex conjugate poles of
the converter and poles to cancel the complex conjugate zeros.
The Fig.6 is the schematic of the equivalent control system.
The converter represented by (19) for the component values
shown in Table.I is represented as
G(s) =

i2 (s)
s + 35.70 ± 1800i
=
vm2 (s)
(s + 87.1)(s + 38.20 ± 2070i)

(20)

the filter F(s) will therefore be:
s + 38.20 ± 2070i
(21)
s + 35.70 ± 1800i
ensuring a pole zero compensation resulting in Pred given by
F (s) =

1742
.
(22)
s + 87.1
This Pred is now considered for the calculation of ρr for
the controller and will be the effective first order system seen
by the controller as in (15). The design of the P I +CI is then
carried out as follows. First, the P Ibase parameters kp and ki
have to be calculated. A base selection of these parameters
were carried out using the AMIGO design technique outlined
in [32]. The parameters of this base design was then tuned
to improve the system performance towards noise entering
through plant input as the AMIGO design considers only
output noise. This was done since in the DC-DC converter
switching noise is introduced at the plant input by converting
the control action u in Fig.6 to 20 kHz gate pulses for
controlling the IGBTs to achieve the desired output current. A
set of P Ibase parameters where considered and the one with
Pred (s) = G(s) · F (s) =
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vdc (s) − (c1 l1 s2 + c1 r1 s + 1)vc (s)
l1 l2 c1 s3 + c1 (l1 r2 + l2 r1 )s2 + (c1 r1 r2 + l1 + l2 )s + (r1 + r2 )

(17)

i2 (s)
c1 l1 s2 + c1 r1 s + 1
=
vm2 (s)
l1 l2 c1 s3 + c1 (l1 r2 + l2 r1 )s2 + (c1 r1 r2 + l1 + l2 )s + (r1 + r2 )

(19)

i2 (s) =

G(s) =

CI

-uci

d
w1

-

PI

upi

+

u

+

Converter

Filter

F (s)

PI+CI controller
PI contro ler

G(s)

Pred

H

1.4

y

1.2

+ n

Fig. 6: The closed loop representation of the reset control
system employed for the boost converter
Step response

better performance in the real DC-DC converter set up was
chosen. As the design of a P Ibase is not the main objective
of this work the detailed analysis of the same is not provided
for the sake of brevity.
The kp and ki values where calculated to be 0.03316 and
19.39 respectively for a settling time of 0.055s.
The fast settling time though results in a peak overshoot of
28%. The next step is to calculate the value of ρr using (16) to
obtain the flat response. The ki xi,1 term in (16) is the output
of the P Ibase integrator at the instance of first zero crossing
of system error. The value for ki xi,1 was calculated off-line
using a model of system controlled by P Ibase and used in the
calculation of ρr . This resulted in a value of ρr = 0.4889.
The Fig.7 shows the simulation of reference tracking performance of the plant controlled by the P Ibase and P I + CI
controllers. The effect of the reset controller on improving the
tracking performance is clearly observable by the flat response
that it produces. The experimental implementation of the same
will be discussed in Section.IV.
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Fig. 7: A comparison in simulation for the step response of
the linear PI (orange) and the reset P I + CI (blue) controllers
showing the flat response that can be achieved
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A. Stability analysis

Geu (s) =

Pred(s)
1742s
= 2
. (23)
1 + Pred(s) P I(s)
s + 144.9s + 33780

4

Imaginary Axis

Stability of the DC-DC boost converter control system is
analysed using the results in Section II.D. In the case of P I +
CI controller employed for boost converter in this work, the
transfer function Geu (s) is

6

2
0
-2
-4

The first criteria of the stability condition will be satisfied
by designing a stabilizing P Ibase such that the linear system
represented by H is stable which is also the case here. The
transfer function Geu (s) → 0 as w → ∞ is trivial thereby,
satisfying (13). Finally the fulfilment of (14) is explained
through Fig.8. This shows the Nyquist plot of the transfer
function Geu (s). The sector condition for CI controller is
defined for α → ∞ resulting in the Re(Geu(s) ) to lie on
the right half side of the complex plane in the Nyquist plot
to ensure condition 2. This can be observed in Fig.8. As a
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Fig. 8: Nyquist plot for the transfer function Geu (s)
.

result, it is shown that closed-loop system is stable according
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Fig. 9: Nyquist plots of Geu (s) for the varying values of of
boost converter parameters l1 , l2 , c1
to Section II.D.
The P I + CI controller used in this work is a hybrid
controller and unlike linear systems robustness analysis may
not be straightforward. Well-posedness of the reset control
systems, as well as robustness to measurement noise and
stability easily follow by using the formal methods developed
in [29]. The sense of robustness in [29] is related with keeping
a desired property, e. g. stability, for arbitrarily small values of
for example sensor noise. It is also interesting to analyze if the
stability is kept when there exist some parameter uncertainty,
which is also a basic issue in control practice. An additional
advantage of frequency domain analysis it that it easily allows
this type of robustness analysis. An analysis is done in the
form of controller performance towards parameter uncertainty.
The values of inductors and capacitors are usually mentioned
within a range defined as a percentage of the nominal value.
Under such conditions an exact pole zero cancellation may
not be possible and the system may not be exactly first
order. The stability of the system under such scenario needs
to be ascertained. The uncertainty in the nominal value of
the components l1 , l2 and c1 considered here is 10%, based
on the data-sheet of these components. The stability under
uncertainty is ascertained using the results of Section II.D.
Satisfying first condition of stability criteria and (13) is trivial.
The effect of uncertainty on the condition (14) is highlighted
in Fig.9. The plot in Fig.9 is generated using 100 random
values of the components l1 , l2 and c1 within the uncertainty
range. It can be noted despite the uncertainty the Nyquist plots
are always positioned on the right half plane of the complex
plane ensuring that (14) is always satisfied thereby establishing
stability despite uncertainty. The same is highlighted in Fig.10.
This figure shows the step response of the reset controller
based boost converter system taking 100 random samples
within the uncertainty range.
B. Describing function analysis
Having already established closed loop stability of the
system in Section II.D the analysis in this section allows
a heuristic understanding of the reset system robustness in

0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Time(s)

Fig. 10: Step responses of the designed system for parameter
variations in l1 , l2 , c1 for the designed value of ρr = 0.4889
comparison to linear base system using describing function
(DF), which will be otherwise impossible by any other means.
Although, an approximated analysis in control practice it gives
an adequate characterization of both stability margins and
sensor noise effect, since the feedback loop has the necessary
low-pass property. In this context DF analysis can present itself
as a simple tool for a designer to provide an intuition on the
robustness of the reset control designed using well established
frequency domain techniques. Whilst DF analysis have been
found to fail in some cases it can still be an important tool
and its use in non-linear systems have been justified through
the works in [33]–[35].
The describing function of a P I + CI is given by [11]

P I + CI(ω) = kp

4
j(wτi + Π
ρr ) + 1
jωτi

(24)

where τi = kp
ki . The important characteristic of DF of the
P I + CI controller is that the function does not depend on
the amplitude of the input but solely on the frequency of input.
This allows the use of frequency domain analysis tools in
analysing the robustness of reset controllers.
The P I + CI controller has been proposed to overcome
the inherent limitation of its linear counterparts. Nevertheless
it is necessary to investigate whether this is achieved without
increasing the cost of feedback (sensitivity to sensor noise) or
sensitivity to load disturbance so that its application is justified.
An understanding of this can be achieved using the system
transfer functions mentioned in [36], which can be constructed
using the DF of P I + CI given by (24). The four system
transfer functions considered for the same, mentioned in [36],
are system transfer function (TF), sensitivity function (S),
noise sensitivity function (CS) and load sensitivity function
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Fig. 11: Bode plots of the system transfer function including closed loop transfer function (TF), Noise sensitivity Function
(CS), sensitivity function (S) and load sensitivity function (PS) plotted for linear base system (ρr ) = 0 and for different reset
ratios.
(PS) given by
Y (w)
P I + CI(w) · Pred (jw)
=
w1 (w)
1 + P I + CI(w) · Pred (jw)
Y (w)
1
S=
=
N (w)
1 + P I + CI(w) · Pred (w)
U (w)
P I + CI(w)
CS =
=
N (w)
1 + P I + CI(w) · Pred (w)
U (w)
Pred (w)
PS =
=
.
N (w)
1 + P I + CI(w) · Pred (w)

TF =

(25)

DC-DC boost
converter

(26)
(27)
(28)

The Fig.11 shows Bode plots of eqs. (25) to (28) for varying
values of ρr . The frequency axis is normalised using the cutoff frequency wb . It can be observed from Fig.11 that the
system reference to output transfer function (TF) gains are
very similar for the linear (ρr = 0) and reset system for the
entire frequency range. The linear system though will exhibit
an higher overshoot compared to reset system based on the
plots which is to be expected as the reset action ensures
flat response. The closed loop bandwidth remains the same
(w/wb = 1) and the reset system performance is very similar
to the base system at high frequencies. The DC/DC converter
presented in this work is a system where the noise will enter
through the plant input d (Fig.6) in the form of switching
noise. The continuous time control input u will be converted
to 20 kHz gate pulses for the IGBTs using pulse width
modulation (PWM). Therefore an interesting plot to study will
be the effect of plant output to noise input d which is given by
load sensitivity function (PS). This also allows understanding
of load disturbance rejection capability of the plant. It can
be seen from Fig.11 that the addition of reset action has
actually reduced the sensitivity of the system towards input
disturbance. Nevertheless at switching frequency of 20 kHz the

FPGA
controller

Load

Source

Fig. 12: Laboratory setup of the DC-DC boost converter with
programmable source and sinks
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Fig. 13: Reference tracking performance of the converter (red)
when used with P Ibase controller for reference input (orange).
The overshoot with P Ibase controller can be observed here.

Fig. 15: Reference tracking performance of converter set up
(red) when used with P I + CI reset controller. The flatter
response from reset control is observed.
25
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Fig. 14: Zoom in near a rising edge of the step response
in Fig.13 highlighting the overshoot resulting from P Ibase
controller

gain plots are same showing similar performance. Finally, the
effect of measurement (output) noise on the plant performance
is studied through the noise sensitivity (CS) and sensitivity
(S) functions.The linear base system still exhibits a higher
sensitivity in comparison to the reset systems. It should also
be noted that in all the above functions higher the reset ratio
lesser is the sensitivity of the function. Therefore a general
consensus that can be drawn from here is that the reset
action does improve the system performance by producing
a fast flat response and provides a marginal improvement in
system robustness observed by reduced gains in the sensitivity
functions. This is still a heuristic understanding and may not
be truly reflective of the actual system performance. The real
impact of the reset system will be discussed in the next section
where results from an actual converter system subjected to
measurement and switching noises will be presented.

Fig. 16: Zoom in at rising edge of the step response from
Fig.15 emphasizing the flat trajectory achieved with reset
control and the reset instances (blue).
IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The Fig.12 shows the laboratory set up where the proposed
P I + CIcontroller was implemented. The DC-DC converter
uses IGBT modules from Semikron. The Höcherl & Hackl NL
series programmable source/sink was used as input DC source
and DC grid was emulated through the Höcherl & Hackl
ZS series electronic load. The controller was implemented in
FPGA (CompactRIO from NI) using LabVIEW.
The Fig.13 shows tracking performance of the converter
under a varying reference alternating between 10A and 20
A when used with P Ibase (fast PI) controller. The higher
overshoot which arises at converter output due the fast PI
action from the P Ibase controller can be noticed in Fig.13
and is emphasised in Fig.14 where the rising edge of the step
response is zoomed into. These overshoots when injected into
weak grids can cause voltage variations beyond permissible
limit. It is this overshoot which can be negated with well
designed reset control.
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The Fig. 15 shows reference tracking of the converter
when using the P I + CI controller under a reference value
alternating between 10A and 20A. In comparison to Fig.13 the
tracking performance under P I + CI is devoid of overshoots
as shown in Fig.15 when subjected to step change in reference
value. The absence in overshoot is clearly observed in Fig.16
where the response in Fig.15 is zoomed at a rising edge. The
peak value at the transient period for the P I + CI controller
based system shows almost 10 % reduction in comparison to
that of the P I controller in Fig.14. The Fig.16 also presents
reset signals (violet) which resets the CI at the lower portion of
figure. It should also be noted the settling time of the response
is faster in the P I +CI controller based system in comparison
to the linear system as can be seen from Fig.14 and Fig.16.
It is observed that the plot of converter response in Fig.13
and Fig.15 when using both P I and P I + CI controller
appears noisy. This is contributed mainly by the measurement
noise of high bandwidth Hall sensors used in the current
measurement. The effect of measurement noise on the reset
action is observable in Fig.16 through the reset signals. The
noise corrupted signal used in FPGA causes the CI implemented in it to be reset multiple times during steady state
condition as evident by the large number of reset signals
in Fig.16. Nevertheless it should be noted that the reset
signals are well posed (well-defined and are distinct). It should
also be noted that the effect of noise inherent to the hall
sensor has negligible impact on the stability of the system
as evident by the response of PI+CI controller based system
in Fig.15 highlighting robustness of the proposed technique
under measurement noise.
V. C ONCLUSION
The PI+CI controller implemented for the DC-DC boost
converter has exhibited improved performance over a well
designed PI controller by achieving a flat response. The design
of this controller has been relatively straight forward using
simple analytical equations and enables easy implementations.
In terms of complexity in implementing the same controller
in FPGA there is not much increase over the P Ibase as it
simply involves adding an integrator in parallel, which resets
at the zero crossings of the error signal. Overall, it can be
concluded that the P I + CI reset controller provides better
performance without increasing the complexity in terms of
design, implementation and sensitivity to sensor noise. These
converters capable of producing flat fast responses can find
increased application in grid connected systems to respond to
sudden load changes without creating much deviations from
the prescribed nominal values.
In terms of future work there are many issues which can be
addressed, the most important being the disturbance rejection
capabilities of these controllers especially for converters which
are employed in hybrid system applications like the electric
grids.
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